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1. INTRODUCTION AND THEOREM 
Consider the damped sine-Gordon equation 
02U 0U 
at 2 +a-~- -Au+s inu=f ,  x•(0 ,1 ) ,  t_>0, 
with the periodic boundary condition 
u(0, t) ---- u(1, t), 
and the initial value condition 
~(=, o) = ~o(=), 
(1.1) 
~(=,°~ 0) = ~1(=), = • (0,1), (1.3) 
where u = u(x,t) is a real-valued function on (0,1) x [0,+00), f : f(x) E L2(0,1), a > 0, 
D( -A  ) = Hp2er(0,1), the space of H 2 functions which are spatially periodic. 
The spatially finite-difference discretized version of problems (1.1) and (1.2) can be written as 
d2u du 
dr----- £ + a -~ + Au + sinu = F, (1.4) 
and the initial value condition (1.3) as 
u(o) = u (°), du u(x) ' (1.5) ~7(0) = 
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Ou t) = Ou ~(o,  ~(1,t),  ~ > o, (1.2) 
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where  u = (ul, u2, , urn,)  T e R m, u (Q [,, (i) ,, (i) . ,  U(m/)) T e R m, ( i  = 0,  1), r (r l ,  r2 , . . . ,  • "" = k~l  , '~2 , ' "  = 
Fro) T E R m, the sampling of function f, with ( l /m) ~-'~--I F2 uniformly bounded with respect 
to m, sin u = (sin Ul, sin u2,. • •, sin Urn)T; and 
A =m 2 
2 - i  0 
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which is a semipositive, self-adjoint linear operator on R m. 
-I 0 
2 -I 
-I 2 mxm 
f 
dH _< 2+ra in / l [£E  N, 
In particular, if a satisfies 
(1.6) 
Yan in [i] proved the existence of the global attractor for systems (1.4) and (1.5) and gave an 
upper bound of Hausdorff dimension of the attractor for a > 0. It reads: 
32 2°° I  
dH <_ 2 + ~ + -~ Z j-'-2' (1.7) 
where e = min{3/a, a/2}. Obviously, this upper bound in (1.7) is directly proportional to the 
coefficient a of damping when a > v/6, and tends to infinity as a --* +oo, which does not conform 
to the physics. 
In this paper, we obtain a more strict upper bound of the dimension for the global attractor 
by carefully estimating and splitting the positivity of the linear operator in the corresponding 
evolution equation of the first order in time. The idea of using such a technique is due to Wang 
and Zhu [2]• The result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The Hausdorff dimension dH of the global attractor for systems (1.4) and (1.5) 
satisfies 
1 [t/2~]+1 1 4)~1 ~2 
2_.5=i < + + 4 1) (1.8) 
then dH _< 2. Where A1 = 4rn2sin2Or/m), [~/2] is the largest integer which is less than or equa/ 
to m/2. 
It is easy to see from (1.9) that dn _< 2 for sufficiently large a because 
4A1a 2 
--* 2AI >_ 32, 
~/a 2+ 4A1 (a + x/a 2 + 4AI) 
a~ ~ ---, +oo .  
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We have known in [i] that 0 is a simple eigenvalue of operator A, the corresponding eigenvector 
e -- (1, 1,..., 1) v E R m, and Ak -- 4m2 sin2(klr/m), k -- 1,2,..., [m/2], are double eigenvalues 
of A, where [m/2] is the largest integer £ with £ _< rn/2, and if rn is an even number, then 4m 2 
is a simple eigenvalue of A. Since sin x > (2/r)x for x E [0, ~r/2], 
16 < AI < ,~2 < *'" < A[m/2] _ 4m 2. 
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Let z, z (t), z (2) • R m with their components zk, z(k 1), z (2), k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m. We define the inner 
products and norms as 
rn 
= _I ,1)(2) 
2.~ Zk Zk ' 
k-----1 
( Izl = (z,z)  1/2 = 1 m z m 
1/2 
qot + A~ + G(~) = H, 
where H = (0,F) "r, G(~) = (0, s inu - ( ( l /m)  ~jm=l s inuj)e)  -r, 
( c1 -x ) 
A= A-e(~-e) I  ( c~-s ) I  " 
By (2.1), we can define the inner product and norm in V0 as 
~1/2 (~o,¢)~ = (A le~,~)  + (<,~), I~oI~ = t~o,~o)~, 
for qa = (~' ,V l ' l )  T , ~) = (~- -~,~)T  • ~00. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
then system (2.2) can be written as 
in which Zm+l = Zl. 
Write E = {e} - in ' ,  the orthogonal complement of span {e} in R m, which is an invariant 
subspace of the linear operator A. It is easy to see that [ . I is a norm in R m, [I " [I is only a 
seminorm in R m, but it is a norm in E. We also have the following inequality: 
Ilzll 2 > ~ltzl 2, Vz • ~,  (2.1) 
which corresponds to the Poinc~re inequality. 
Let E0 = (E , I .  [), E1 = (/~,H. [[), and Vo = (El x T 1) × (E0 x R), Voo = E1 x Zo, where 
T 1 = R1/2rZ  is the one-dimensional torus. Introduce an orthogonal projector P : R m 
{e} ±R~ = E,  which induces a projector from Vo to Voo (also denoted by P) .  Write ~ = Pu, 
m = Pr ,  then ~ = u -  ( ( l /m)  ~,j=l uj)e, F = F - ( ( l /m)  ~-'~j=l rj)e and the projection of system 
(1.4) to ~ is 
d2g dg ~s inu j  e F, (2.2) di 2 + ~-~- + Ag + sin u - = 
j= l  
and the initial value condition is 
dg 
~(0) = u(°), -~(0)  = u(1), (2.3) 
where u(') = u(') - ( ( l /m)  ~--~jm__ 1 u~'))e, (i = 0, 1). 
It has been proven in [1] that  the nonlinear semiflow S(t) : (u (°) , u (1)) • Vo ~ (u(t), ~-f(t))du • Vo, 
t > 0, determined by system (1.4) and (1.5) possesses a global attractor fi in V0, and the Hausdorff 
dimension dH(fi) of ~ C V0 satisfies 
dg(~) <_ dg(Pj3) + 2. (2.4) 
Here P~ is exactly the global attractor of systems (2.2),(2.3) in V0. So, we only need to consider 
the Hausdorff dimension dH (Pfi). 
Let ~a = (~,~)v,  v = ut + ~,  where ¢ is chosen as 
- - ,  (2.5) 
= c~ 2 + 4A1 
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LEMMA 2. For any m = (u, W)T • V00, 
i~.l 2 (Am, m)Voo -> Orlml~ + 5 ' (2.9) 
where 
Or __-- 
)qa 
qO~ 2 + 4AI' (Oz + ~/C~ 2 + 4AI)" 
(2.10) 
PROOF. From (2.7) and (2.8), we have 
( . ,  ~)~ - ~,~1~ - ~ I~, ~ = (~-  ~),.~,,~. (~ -~- ~)~ -~(~ -~) (~,~)  
by (2.1) 
)11~112 ( (~- .  + ~,~ - ~ l~,  2 
~(o~ - ~) 
~'~1" I1~11" I~1 
I1~11" I~1. 
A simple computation by (2.5) and (2.10) shows 
4(6-0") (2 -~ ' -o r  ) = e 2a2 
Thus, the proof is completed. 
LEMMA 3. For any orthonorma] [amJ]y o[ elements o[~o, {~j, zIj)~=1, 
t t 1 
j=l j=l 3 
(2.11) 
where 0 < A1 -< A2 ~ "'" -< At -< "" -< Am-1 are eigenva/ues of operator AIg. 
PROOF. See [3, Lemma VI.6.3]. 
To estimate the dimension of the attractor for system (2.2), we consider the first variation 
equation of (2.2) 
• ' = F'Cm)CU, V) v = -A~ + a'C~)CU, v) T, ~(0) = (~,~)T • Vo, (2.12) 
where • -- (~ ,~)T  m = (~,~)T is a solution of (2.2),(2.3), 
ii,o..l  ) 1 (cosu2)U2 m G'(~)(U, V) "r = O, - ~ ~ (cosuj)~ 
(cos u,.)u,. /
T 
, (2.13) 
U ----- (Ul, U2,..., Urn) T is a solution of (1.4),(1.5) U = (Ut, U2,.. •, Urn) T, V = U' +6U is a solution 
of the variation equation of (1.4),(1.5) with initial value conditions U(0) = ~ = (~I, ~2,..., ~m) r, 
v(o) = v'(o) + ~u(o) = ~ = (~1, ~, . . . ,  ~)T ,  
m 
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LEMMA 4. The Hausdorff dimension dH (P~) of the global attractor for system (2.2), (2.3) satisfies 
dg(P~)<_min £[e•N,  ~ J=, ~_  ~ ( a + x / a  2+4A1) ' (2.14) 
where A1 -- am 2 sin2(Ir/m). 
PROOF. Let £ E N be fixed. Consider ~ solutions ~1,~2,. . .  ,~e of (2.12). At a given time r, 
let Qt('r) be the orthogonal projector in Vo onto the space spanned by ~ l ,~2, . . . ,~e .  Let 
~( r )  -- (~(~),~-Y(v)) T • Voo, j = 1,2,...,£, denote an orthonormal basis of Qt(7)Voo = 
span{~l(~), ~2(~),. . . ,  ~e(r)}. Consider 
l 
j - -1  
= - E - (a ,  
j----1 
By Lemma 2 and [¢J]~ = 1, 
By (2.8) and (2.13), 
l(a'(~)¢~,~)~ ° = 
(ACJ, ~)  Voo < ~ + ~ • 
\ (cos ~=)~ / 
W't i21 i21 \ i21 I 
< ~.  ~ + i cos~l. F .H .  
Hence, 
g l ~ ÷~2F.~ T~E, (~o(,)) o Qt(,) < -l~ - 7 ~ 
'= j=l 
< _~ + 2_ ~ F~ 
j----1 
< (by (2.11)) 
<_£a÷ 2 k 1 m 
- -  O~ ~j"  j=l 
Since A1 = A2 = At, A'3 = A"4 = A2,..., and Ak = 4m 2 sin2(klr/m) >_ 16k 2, k = 1, 2,..., [m/2], 
[ I /2 ]+ I  
1 i 
T~E' (~(~)) o Qdr) _< -~ + ~ ~]  A--. 
3 
(2.15) 
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~"[ I /2 ]+I  [11.42"~ _ If (I/£)/-#j=l ~,'~/J J < 4aa = (4AIOL2)/(~/O/2 -t- 4Az(a + x/c~ 2+ 4A1)), then by (2.15), 
TrF'  (~o(v)) o Qe(r) <_ O, (2.16) 
i.e., the Lyapunov exponents #j, j E N of P~ satisfies 
#1+#2 +" '+#t  _<0. (2.17) 
By [3, Theorem V.3.3], (2.14) is true. 
COROLLARY 5. 
dg(P~)  < x/a2 + 4A1 (c~ + ~/c~ 2 + 4A1) (2.18) 
-- 2AI0~2 
~'~[I/2]+1 oo '2 PROOF. Since z..,j=1 (1/J 2) < ~'~j=1(1/3 ) < 2, by (2.15), 
1 
TrE' (V(r)) o Qt(r) < -e~ + ~ < 0, 
for £ > (I/2~xa) = ( ~ ( ~  + ~) ) / (2A ic~2) .  
COROLLARY 6. I [4Ala 2 > ~ ( o ~  + ~ ) ,  then dH(P~) = O. 
PROOF. In this case, l = 1 in (2.15) and (F'(~o(v))@(v),(I)(r))Vo < 0 for any unit element 
(I) = (~,~)T E ~0- So, by (2.17), #1 < 0, hence, dH(P/~) = O. 
Combining with Lemma 4, Corollary 6, and (2.14), we complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
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